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Foreword

Swami Vivekananda wandered throughout the length & breadth of India to feel the pulse
of this ancient yet vibrant civilization. Swamiji very correctly came to the conclusion that the
reason for her present wretched condition was the oppression of its womenfolk and the
downtrodden.
The major focus of the SGSY programme of the Govt. Of India has been empowerment of
underprivileged women through organizing them in SHGs. It is a process in which women
discover their lost identity, initially through economic empowerment and as the group gathers
strength, it becomes a potent social force to take up challenges in removing various social
evils.
This document highlights the process of empowerment of Janmabhoomi self help group
in Domkol block of Murshidabad District and the obstacles that had to be faced by it on the
way. As the document underlines, the process has not been smooth. But the will-power of the
women, their cohesiveness and dogged determination and networking with similar other
groups enabled the group to curve out its own course, when it could tap the resource of West
Bengal Minority Development and Finance Corporation. The group became a social force in
such movements as adult literacy and total sanitation. The case study also shows lack of
responsiveness and conservative attitude on the part of some important functionaries of
different support agencies, thereby impeding the process of women empowerment.
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1.0 Introduction
Mobilisation of poor to form their own 'institution' is now considered as the
essential pre-requisite for poverty reduction in India. A self-help group (SHG) of
10-20 persons with strong affinity, living in neighborhood with socio-economic
homogeneity can become the building block of pro-poor development. West
Bengal has witnessed an unprecedented expansion of self help groups mostly
formed by poor women across diverse geographical regions involving all social
groups irrespective of religion, caste, creed and social or economic
disadvantage. A silent revolution is taking place amongst poor women in rural
areas of West Bengal who are struggling hard to eke out a social place for
themselves. The study intends to capture the dynamics of this development
and the best practices as evolved in the process of growth of Janmabhoomi
(a SHG) and three other sister groups in a sleepy and otherwise invisible village
called Sibnagar in Murshidabad district which is an identified backward district
with dominant minority population.
2.0 Areas of Inquiry
Areas of inquiry of this documentation covers:
a)

Major milestones in the Journey

b)

Strategies adopted for groups formation

c)

Leadership qualities demonstrated by
members

d)

Mapping the role of external agencies

e)

Major impact on the life and livelihood of
women members

f)

Challenges faced and strategies adopted
to overcome them
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g)

The role of the other members of the family as well as the society

h)

Major contribution of the group to the families and the community

i)

Enabling factors facilitating the process of group development

j)

Lessons learnt and way forward towards sustainability and
replicability

3.0 Methodology
The methodology followed was participatory using tools like social mapping,
institutional diagramming, resource mapping, focus group discussions with the
members, villagers and other stakeholders like Gram Panchayat, SHG cluster,
Block development office, Bangiya Gramin Vikashh Bank, Minority
Development and Finance Corporation, District Resource Persons, and the
Non-Government Organization that initially facilitated formation of the group.
This was supplemented as well as corroborated by analysis of secondary data,
documents and available literature.
4.0 Situation Analysis
Sibnagar is an otherwise non-descript
village under Bhagirathpur Gram
Panchayat of Domkol Block in
Murshidabad district. To the west of the
village flows the river named Bhairav and its
meandering course with its valley was once
The lifeline of the area and its people. The river marks the boundary of the
village and that of 16th ward of gram panchayat. To the south of the village is an
ox-bow lake formed by the changing course of the river. Though there are
about 40 Hindu families in Sibnagar village, about 800 families are poor Muslims.
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There are four neighborhoods (Called 'Para') 'Ghatpara' 'Baganpara`
'Diarapara' and 'Schoolpara'. Historically all the families in the village live in
peace and harmony. The high school close to the village is 80 years old. This has
contributed to high level of literacy even amongst Muslim girls who outnumber
boys studying in the school. Across the ox-bow lake is Hariharpara Block which is
better accessible. Most of the roads within the village are Kutcha making it
difficult to reach in the rainy season- only one has morrum spread over it.
In this ward, 6 tube wells are the public sources of drinking water under the
management of the GP. As the water table is high, most of the families have
their own private tube wells as sources of drinking water. There is an ICDS center,
a primary school, a Sishu Sikhs Kendra and a Madrasha. All these institutions
provide conducive environment to school education. There is a post office and
a small market. The bigger market is at Swaroopnagar across the river, which is
closer to the village than Bhagirathpur market. There is also a fair price shop
close to the village and subsidiary health centre is very closely located. It is
interesting to find that though Muslim women do not generally go to the
market, yet the public services like education, health and drinking water are
absolutely in the domain of Muslim women who primarily look after the families–
this is as per interactions with the community members. It is further interesting to
Find that girls outnumber boys in higher
secondary school as most of the drop-out are
boys and not girls. GP office, Block Primary
Health center and the branch office of the
Regional Rural Bank are 5-6 km away from the
village but mostly visited by women.
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To the west of ward is Baganpara where four women SHGs namely
Janmabhoomi, Mona, Suryodaya and Chandrodaya work together to form a
platform for pro-poor development of Muslim women. The settlement is around
orchards which had earlier been one of the dominant economic activities is
Murshidabad district. There are 91 household at Baganpara who are mostly
landless agricultural laborers. All the families rear livestock to supplement family
income. This is looked after by women in the families.
Though agriculture was the mainstay of the livelihood, landlessness led to
acute conditions of poverty and unemployment forcing adult working male
members of more than 60% of the families (54 household out of 91) to migrate
out even to distant urban centers in Gujarat, Kerala, Tamilnadu, Karnataka,
Goa, Delhi, Maharastra, and other parts of West Bengal. This has created a
situation where the Muslim women had to fend by themselves and their
children and to take control of the life and livelihood of the families left behind.
50% of the women are also engaged in tailoring, embroidery, rolling bidis or
reeling silk to supplement income for livelihood. None of Muslim women has
secured any employment in the organised sector irrespective of high literacy
level, but all of them are self employed to supplement family income. Some of
the women have their own knitting machine and none is found sitting idle.
Income from agriculture is uncertain because of occasional floods and distress
selling of major produces namely paddy, wheat, jute, mustard, and
vegetables. Out migration, landlessness and poverty have forced Muslim
women to mobilize themselves into self help groups and to take control of their
life and livelihood. One third of the families (33 out of 91) have already joined
the SHG movement and four groups with Janmabhoomi and Mona leading,
have provided a strong platform to galvanise them into a solidarity network.
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5.0 Formation of Self Help Groups
Socio-economic conditions of Muslim women were conducive to develop
bonds of affinity, trust and mutual help amongst themselves and essential prerequisites of social capital were already present. The spark came from Najma
Bibi of Raghunathpur and Domkol Nari Kalyan Kendra (the facilitating NGO)
who visited them in early 2007 and moved with them house to house for
mobilization of poor women into Self Help Group under Swarnajayanti Gram
Swarozgar Yajana (SGSY). Later Najma held meetings with poor women to
form SHG and start savings as an entry point activity. Janmabhoomi SHG was
formed with 12 members — all women belonging to BPL families. Initially the
members were not familiar with the group's norms and rules of business.
Sometimes, they were also misled but they were keenly interested to save for
meeting family needs and to secure credit from the bank (Bangiya Gramin
Vikash Bank). The leaders (President, Secretary and treasurer) were selected
from those who were literate and could go out. They started group activity with
compulsory monthly savings of Rs. 50 each
and opened savings bank account with
Baghirathpur branch of Bangiya Gramin
Vikash Bank on 18

th

May, 2007. Initially, the

groups did not have any problem in dealing
with the bank. From the last two and half years,
they have been facing almost total non cooperation from the bank branch
who even refused to give them statements of accounts. Four of the members
were initially illiterate which had been a source of friction with the bank. The
SHG decided to form their own rules of business as follows;
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6.0 Functioning of Janmabhoomi SHG
a)

Meeting of the group will be held twice every month. Sometimes, they may

b)

have to sit 4-6 times a month, whenever needed.
Every loan decision is taken in the meeting and it is recorded in the minutes
book. Repayment terms are fixed keeping into considerate pay back
capability of the member. The transactions are transparent and also take

c)

place in the meeting.
Every month loan installment and interest due are to be repaid in group

d)

meeting.
Each member is required to visit bank branch in rotation to deposit group
savings and responsibilities are divided

e)

amongst them according to their capacity.
All disputes are mutually settled and there is
no misunderstanding amongst the
members. There are strong bonds of mutual

f)

trust.
All books of accounts and records are
maintained by members them selves.
th

Janmabhoomi SHG passed the first grading test on 16 May 2009, and got
revolving fund of Rs. 5,000 from the DRDC and used the credit facility of
Rs. 40,000 from the bank to meet production and
consumption needs of their members. A close
examination of the pass book entries (SB A/C No5368) indicates that the group has been
regularly depositing and withdrawing money
from their account. According to GP resource
person, they passed the second grading test but
their project proposal has been pending for
sanction beyond two Years. Other than traditional livelihood, they could not
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get any guidance for diversification. When they visited a fair organised by
DRDC and got an opportunity to set up a stall of their own, they had no other
alternative but to collect turmeric powder and spices from houses, put them in
plastic pouches by labeling their product in
handwriting. All the packets were sold out and
they struck upon the idea of joint production
with the help of three other SHGs with whom
they developed strong bonds of mutual trust.
In fact, networking of four SHGs of Baganpara
namely Suryodaya, Chandrodaya, Mona and
Janmabhoomi, as a natural process is the foundation of institution building. For
sharing their experiences, problems and working together for common
purposes. Soon they realised that collection of raw materials either from houses
or from the market, would not enable them to scale up their economic activity.
The four groups together worked upon the idea of producing turmeric in the
fallow lands with bushes under the shade of the orchards owned by private
persons. They approached the owners to lease out the fallow land for joint
cultivation of turmeric after clearing jungles and thick bush under the shed of
the trees. The owners agreed to their proposal and gradually they could secure
1 acre of land for joint cultivation. It was then
that they faced the shortage of funds to scale
up joint production. They were looking for
opportunities when they chanced upon
attending a meeting with the officials of the
West Bengal Minority Development and
Finance Corporation in Domkol Block Office.
The officials of the Corporation visited the SHG for appraisal of their loan
proposal. Finally, Janmabhoomi was sanctioned a loan of Rs.1,20,000 by the
corporation on 25.11.2010. They fully utilized the loan for joint production and
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processing and have been regularly repaying their installments to the
Corporation from the income of the business. They did not have yet any
mechanized means of grinding, processing, branding and packaging as they
could not offord the scale of investment. They were offered grant of Rs.2,00,000
from the District Rural Development Cell (DRDC) for construction of a common
workshed but they could not accept the offer as they could not provide land of
their own. To facilitate the process of working together, the four SHGs set up a
committee of 7 members representing each groups. This has become the
basic structure of a primary federation. Sairabanu, Secretary of Janmabhoomi
SHG was always thinking how she could help poor Muslim women to overcome
barriers to their social and economic development. She realized that illiteracy
of Muslim women was the greatest barrier to their human development. The
idea was discussed in a meeting of the joint committee. It was decided that
they would jointly set up a functional literacy centre. Saira has some open
space behind her house which she agreed to let out free of rent. Once they
decided, they could not fall back - Bamboos
and jute sticks were collected from the
community and with their own labour and
contribution, they constructed the literacy
center. Villagers came forward and helped
them. They did not get any external assistance
and have been running the center by
themselves.
One idea leads to another. Soon the joint committee decided that they would
take upon themselves, with the help of the community, to set up sanitary toilets
in each house, to get all children vaccinated against polio and to campaign
against child marriage. Starting with savings, they are now steadily moving
towards social development.
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The challenge before them is now to participate in the process of local
governance and community development. They have gone several times to
GP office to voice their demands. None paid heed to their demands. None has
told them what their rights and entitlements are. But for the socially sensitive
officials of the WBMDFC, they would have remained in the dark.
7.0 Role of Stakeholders
From 2005 onwards an important development took place in West Bengal on
facilitating GP-SHG linkage. By amendment of West Bengal Panchayat Act,
Gram Unnayan Samities have been formed to strengthen the process of
decentralization and SHG representation in village development committee
has become mandatory. Developing organic linkages of panchayats with
SHGs are facilitated by creation of organisation of GP-level SHG Cluster.
Besides, two GP Resource Persons are working in each GP to facilitate the
process of forming SHGs and nurturing them.
7.1 Gram Panchayat: Focus group discussion with the GP resource persons in
the Bhagirathpur GP indicated that in Shibnagar village, about one-third of the
total household (192 families out of 600) are mobilised into SHGs. This clearly
points out that the poor Musilim women are now keenly interested to join SHG. In
Bhaghirathpur GP, 90 days training was organised for SHGs on skill development
in embroidery work.
There are 282 SHGs looked after by two GP resource persons. In spite of growing
interest amongst poor Muslim women, elected GP members are not fully aware
of the policy objectives of GP-SHG linkage. Gram Unnayan Samity has not been
formed. Meetings are not regularly held with SHG leaders on second Saturday
every month. There is no exchange of information between GP resource
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persons and elected GP members. Meetings of gram sansad (Gram Sabha)
are not organized according to provisions of law. SHG members can not
articulate their needs before the elected GP members. The process of
strengthening decentralization and participation of people in local
development have taken a back seat though SHG members have helped the
GP in total sanitation campaign and ensuring service of mid-day meals to
school children. GP level cluster has been formed in the year 2009 with 16 SHGs
as the federated structure. It has remained non-functional. No meeting was
held in the last year. It is interesting to find that Janmabhoomi and three other
SHGs have already formed a primary federation through a natural process and
have been successfully conducting a literacy centre out of their own initiative
and organizing production, processing and marketing as an activity cluster.
7.2 Block Office: Domkal Block is the nodal point for development of SHGs
under SGSY under the policy guidelines of the Panchayat and Rural
Development Department, Women Development Officer (WDO) looks after
SHGs. Focus group discussions with the WDO reveal that about one third of the
total households have been mobilised into 2387 SHGs in Domkal Block (see
table below)
Out of 2387 SHGs formed under SGSY, 2347 have passed grade I test (almost
100%) and 1359 SHGs (almost 60%) passed grade II test. But only 187 SHGs
(about 9%) had taken up economic activity. This indicates that in spite of a
decade old period of SGSY, only a few SHGs could graduate to the stage of
micro- enterprise development. It is interesting to find that Janmabhoomi and
the other three neighbouring SHGs had already started joint production and
processing of spice through their own initiative without help from the Bank or the
DRDC.
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Table 1.01: SHG coverage of rural households in Domkal Block
SL. No.

SHGs (No)

G. P.

Households (No)
APL

BPL

Total

1

Ajimganjgola

162

372

2330

6051

2

Garaimari

152

3360

4762

8122

3

Juginda

227

3522

3276

6798

4

Sarangpur

170

3695

2507

6202

5

Bhagirathpur

282

2512

3845

6366

6

Goribpur

105

3416

2983

6399

7

Juranpur

133

2229

2293

4472

8

Dhulauri

180

3725

5041

8766

9

Ghoromara

250

1751

6208

7959

10

Madhukul

157

2042

3235

5277

11

Domkol

185

3062

6780

6842

12

Jitpur

201

3329

5943

8822

13

Raipur

183

3924

6573

10,497

2387

29,685

41,917

71,602

Total
Source : WDO, Domkol Block

In Domkol block, 13 GP level SHG cluster have been formed- one each GP but
only four are reported to be functional. The process of federation building is,
there fore, still in nascent stage. It is interesting to find that Janmabhoomi and
three SHGs together have been working as a primary federation with their own
initiative.
Skill development programmes are organised by the block office under SGSY
and 1000 SHGs (almost 50%) have undergone skill up gradation in embroidery
work in three batches. Trade selection has been rightly done as most of the poor
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Muslim women are engaged in embroidery work to supplement family income.
It is interesting to find that none of the four SHGs at Baganpara have got the
opportunities of skill development though they are themselves organising
production and processing.
The biggest challenge faced by the block office is to change the mindset of the
Manager, Bangiya Gramin Vikash Bank, Bhagirathpur Branch. In spite of filling a
written complaint to the DRDC, there is no change in the attitude of bank
officials and financial inclusion remains unfulfilled.
In the transitional process to National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM),
assistance to SHGs formed under SGSY has come to a halt. SHGs depend now
on the NGO for hand holding support. It is admitted that though SHGs help GPs
in social initiatives like total sanitation, school education and public health
programmes, they do not get adequate support from the GPs even under
MGNREGS.
7.3 NGO: Social mobilization is an essential pre-requirement in the pre-group
formation stage. DRDC, Murshidabad selected Raghunathpur-O- Domkol Nari
Kalyan Kendra (RDNKK) to facilitate formation of SHGs under SGSY in Domkol
Block. Najma Bibi worked as a field worker of the NGO and moved house to
house motivating poor Muslim women to join SHG movement. She has been
facilitating SHGs for four years in Domkol Block. She has been able to form 190
SHGs under SGSY in Domkol Block of which 170 SHGs are in Bhagirathpur GP. She
is now the President of the organization (RDNKK). All the groups facilitated by
her have been able to access cash credit facilities from banks. Out of these 190
SHGs, 35 SHG could prepare projects to obtain bank loan under SGSY. Because
of her achievement, she has been chosen to be one of the District Resource
Persons by the DRDC, Murshidabad under SGSY.
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She recalls that Saira Banu and Firoja Bibi came to her to seek assistance from
her as they intended to form SHG. She advised them to prepare a list of 10-12
women from BPL families who are close neighbors and can work together as a
group. She then collected their identification particulars from Bhagirathpur GP.
This was followed by meetings in the village to explain the objectives, the
process, activities including compulsory savings and internal lending from the
common pool amongst members who needed small doses of micro-credit.
This is how Janmabhoomi SHG was formed. They decided to save Rs 50 each
every month as mandatory savings and opened SB A/C with Bhagirathpur
Branch of Bangiya Gramin Vikash Bank. She helped them in opening the bank
account, conducting group meetings, writing books of accounts and
maintaining group records. After first grading, they were sanctioned cash
credit facility for business to increase income. She advised them to start paddy
husking which did not take off well. When they visited the fair and participated
in it, they struck upon the idea of grinding spice which was also encouraged by
the Project Director, DRDC. They had passed second grading test but did not
get project loan from bank. Though she noticed that initially the idea af Muslim
women going out was not taken well by men folk, today women in SHGs have
got self-esteem and enabled to participate in decision making for the family as
they are now contributing to family income.
7.4 Bank: Janmabhoomi SHG passed the second grading test about two years
back and submitted a project proposal for production and processing of
turmeric and other spices but to their shock and surprise, they found that their
project proposal was missing. The bank has now become totally non-cooperative irrespective of their regular transactions. The block office was also not
very happy as they started questioning about the money deposited by them
(Janmabhoomi SHG raised 2 months' savings to open Bank account and
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handed this amount to NGO. Later they saw only one month's savings in their
passbook. The women members raised questions about this discrepancy). Their
working capital needs were increasing and the group was looking for
alternative channels.
7.5 WBMDFC: When they heard that West Bengal Minority Development and
Finance Corporation (WBMDFC) would hold a meeting in the block office, the
group did not miss the opportunity to attend. They at once submitted their
project proposal to the local office of WBMDFC. The proposal was thoroughly
scrutinized by the officials of the Corporation and a loan limit of 1,20,000 was
sanctioned to the group on 25.11.2010 to be repaid in 18 monthly installments,
of Rs.6917 each. The Corporation not only became lender of the last resort but
also provided sensitive support mechanism to the group, whenever needed
and feasible. Janmabhoomi has been very regular in the repayment of
monthly installments from the group business though none of the group
members could get a share of profit yet.
WBMDFC has provided loan assistance to 1610 SHGs in Domkol sub-division. In
Bhagirathpur GP alone, the Corporation sanctioned loan of Rs. 1,20,000 to
each of 151 SHGs. The Corporation sanctions the limit initially considering
average need of Rs.10,000 for a member of SHG. If the loan installments are
regularly repaid, the limit is increased even by 100%. The terms of repayment
are softer than those of bank loan. The days of loan disbursement and
repayment are fixed and the transactions take place publicly in the GP office.
The Corporation is thinking of further liberalisation if loan repayments are
regularly made by SHGs for three consecutive terms. It is at positive variance
with the attitude of a commercial banker. The Corporation also provides
scholarships to meritorious Muslim students which can go up from Rs.1000 to
Rs.30,000 depending upon the course fee. For higher education, interest free
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loan is given to meritorious Muslim students upto Rs. 2,50,000. They attend GP
office on a fixed day every month to create awareness amongst the members
of the minority communities.
“When I was talking to the Branch Manager, Bhagirathpur Branch of Bangiya
Gramin Vikash Bank, I saw two women members of Janmabhoomi SHG there. I
wanted to know how they were doing as a group. I got interested and
explained to them their terms of loan scheme of the WBMDFC for SHGs. They
discussed our terms in the group meeting and approached me for the loan. I
had detailed discussions with them about their activities. I later discussed their
proposal with the Pradhan of Bhagirathpur GP. Finally, I visited Janmabhoomi
SHG and was impressed to see how four SHGs including Janmabhoomi were
working together very satisfactory. I was visibly amazed to see how they have
been running a free adult education centre themselves without any external
assistance. When I heard the story how they started producing turmeric jointly, I
considered the four groups to be worthy of getting loan from the WBMDFC”
____Mr. Dilwar Shaik. WBMDFC, Domkol
8.0 Best Practice
In course of evaluation in their lifecycle Janmabhoomi SHG has demonstrated
several best practices in five years which are replicable.
On Group Management:
A. Good practice in group management

Though the SHG does not have any written down rules of business, they follow
informally the following practices which are transparent and accountable:
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(i)

Before formation of the group, Saira Banu (Secretary) and Phoolsoora
Bibi (Cashier) visited every house at Baganpara with Najma of the NGO
to explain the objectives of group formation and there after organised
an open meeting in village. This helped the group to overcome initial
problems faced by muslim women from the family as well as the
community

(ii)

After group formation, leader were selected through consensus and a
democratic process based on the consideration that those who are
literate and can go out should only be selected

(iii)

At the time of group formation, four members were illiterate and this led
them to think that they should themselves set up an adult education
centre in the village where literate members would themselves take
upon the responsibilities of making others functionally literate.

(iv)

They decided in the meeting that they would meet at least twice every
month and would also meet more often whenever needed. This helped
them to develop strong bonds of affinity amongst the members.

(v)

All decisions including approval of loan
proposals of individual members are
taken in the meeting through consensus.
This has increased transparency in loan
decisions.
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(vi)

The group decided to repay regularly the loan installment in the group
meeting. This helped to inculcate a sense of financial discipline amongst
members.

(Vii)

As the group started progressing, they developed strong relationship with
other three groups namely Surjyodaya, Chandrodaya and Mona at
Baganpara. This helped them to form an informal network which
becomes a platform of working together. It led to a natural process of
building primary federation whereas officially, GP- level SHG Cluster has
remained functionally ineffective for more than a year.

An Alternative livelihood option: Seeking opportunity for a viable livelihood
option
In February, 2010, a fair was organized by the DRDC for three days at Domkol to
display and market products of SHGs. Four leaders of the four groups at
Baganpara with four other members who had already started working
together visited the fair ground where stalls were being allotted to SHGs. The
stalls were allotted without any rent, but these could not be used for any other
purpose than marketing of SHG products. Though they did not have any
common product, they decided to take a stall for the four groups. Once they
were allotted a stall, they felt bewildered- what would they display? Quickly
each group contributed Rs.400 and with the amount so collected, they
purchased turmeric powder and other spices from the local market and put
those packets in their stall. Their stall was visited by the Project Director, DRDC
who made inquiries about their own product and encouraged them to accept
this as a viable business proposition. They felt embarrassed but without losing
heart, they quickly decided to go for it and returned home with plastic packets
purchased from a local market. In the evening, they called all the members of
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the four groups who decided to contribute all spice available at home to be
pooled, packaged and brought for sale. Entire night they worked together
making wax-sealed packets with levels
written in their own hand. They displayed all
the packets in their stall. Feeling little
ashamed after looking around other SHG
products which were glittering in show, they
found to their alter surprise that all the
packets were sold out. This is how the business concept was seeded. The
working capital was formed by contribution from each group and joint
processing of spice powders started. The scale of production was enhanced
when the loan was sanctioned by the WBMDFC. With a working capital of
around Rs. 1,00,000, the joint business venture has been progressing well though
they have not yet been able to purchase an automatic grinding machine.
Saira Banu has given one of the rooms of their house to be used as the store
room and the covered verandah of the house is the production cum
processing centre. Grinding of raw materials is now done in a neighboring
village where there is a grinding machine. All the members of the group works in
the joint business. Each of them has fixed hours of working decided through
consensus. The final products are sold in printed pouches with a label 'SMJS' (the
first capital letter of each group name). Most of the products are locally sold
often collected by small retailers of neighboring villages from the production
centre. Husband who work outside also help them in selling their products at
their work places. They have already captured the local retail market because
of purity of their product. None has asked for any profit now as the income from
the business goes to repayment of loan from the WBMDFC.
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From product to production: Joint production: As the business started flourishing,
the idea of cutting costs by joint production of
turmeric on fallow land hit upon them. It started
on leased- in ‘Small parcel of land (1200 Sq.m)’
under the shade of fruit trees at Baganpara.
The owner of the orchard gladly agreed to
lease out the land free of rent as it was full of
weed and thick bush. Members of the four
groups worked together to clear the jungle. Now many orchard owners have
willingly come forward to lease out their fallow land to the four groups. The area
has increased to one acre now. Ploughing of land is done by hiring but all other
manual labour for planting, harvesting, boiling and drying is contributed
voluntarily by members (though Muslim women do not generally work in
agriculture). The group members also pay reasonable rent to the owners in the
form of turmeric powder.
From Savings to literacy: Establishment of Adult Education Centre
"In my group, 4 members were illiterate. The
bank was always grumbling. I was feeling
ashamed. I started teaching them for four
letters out of my own volition. I then started to
think of other illiterate members of SHGs around
us. I dreamt of establishing an adult education
centre. ______Secretary, Janmabhoomi SHG.
The concept was shared amongst four groups working together and it was
decided that they would work together for this Social initiative. There was an
open space in the back of Saira's house which she gladly permitted us to use.
The community helped us with bamboo poles and tiles. The open school was
started. There is no external assistance. A committee has been formed of
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7 members nominated by four groups. Three teachers namely Mursheda Bibi,
Saira Banu and Farida Bibi are also members of SHGs. The centre regularly sits in
the evening. There are 59 adult learners. They often come with their children.
Three hours of teaching-learning sessions take place every evening.
Generating social awareness like female literacy, reproductive child health,
sanitation, evils of child marriage is also one of the objectives. It is now
becoming a functional literacy centre out of its own initiative. All materials
including kerosene oil are provided by members of SHGs. 'We asked for a
tarpaulin sheet from the GP. That was also not provided.' The centre is now a
registered society named 'Shibnagar Baganpara Siksha Kendra.' This has now
become a lighthouse for poor Muslim women as many of school dropouts
(mostly girls) have already got registered in Rabindra Mukta Vidyalaya.
9.0 Challenges
The journey of four SHGs at Baganpara in search of pro-poor development was
not always smooth. As it usually happens, the initial resistance of husbands
could easily be overcome as they found positive economic gain to the family.
The societal resistance soon broke down as most of the poor women worked
together.
Gramin Bank
The challenge of getting access to higher credit limits remained unsolved
because of the totally unprofessional and insensitive attitude of the Branch
Manager of the Gramin Bank. What was a chance visit of an official of the
WBMDFC with two members of Janmabhoomi SHG that resulted in filling the
unmet credit demands could not be even visualised by the Branch Manager
though the SHG had dealings with the bank for five years. It is evident that many
bankers still consider lending to SHGs a social obligation and not a business
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propositions though RBI guideline in April, 1996 were very clear and
explanatory, even after two decades of SHG Bank Linkage Programme (SBLP),
the attitude of many bankers is still out dated and unprofessional. It was their
duty to explain the terms of lending to the SHGs including conduct of cash
credit account. They failed not only to do this but also analyze transaction in
their accounts which were quite reflective of satisfactory rating. Without
financial literacy, a poor Muslim women is regular in bank dealings; yet the Bank
Manager fails to recognise their strength simply by analysing their financial
transactions with the bank. They seemed to be happy when the WBMDFC
agreed to sanction credit limit to the SHGs without ever realising that it was their
business to do this.
Gram Panchyat
The elected members of Bhagirathpur GP are totally aware of the policies and
programmes related SHG movement in West Bengal. They are yet to realise that
SHGs cover about one-third of the total households and can become effective
platforms to facilitate economic development and social justices which is a
constitutional mandate for the GP. The GP pradhan who is a women herself
does not find time to hold mandatory second Saturday meeting with SHG
members and their leaders. She does not have working relationship with the GP
resource persons. She is happy that women members help her attain quorum in
GS meeting but hastens to add that they do not raise many problems. She
seems relieved to say that women members of SHGs do not participate in
development activities of the GP. Saira Banu of Janmabhoomi used to visit GP
to seek information and report development. The executive assistant
requested Saira to help in total sanitation of her locality. She realised the
necessity of a sanitary toilet in every house and voluntarily agreed to take upon
the responsibility. This was a source of displeasure to the elected member who
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once challenged her as it seemed to him that she is interfering in his domain of
work. He could not however cause harassment to Saira as she had the support
of all women at Baganpara, 'if one jackel howls, all others will quickly follow'says Saira Banu, secretary of Janmabhoomi.
Block Office
In block office too, not all were equally co-operative. Since Janmabhoomi SHG
raised questions about the money deposited by them, ego was hurt. Grading
was delayed. The project proposal was found missing...... The donor recipient
relationship still exist in lower levels of bureaucracy.
DRDC
The four SHGs of Baganpara started dealing with spices powder as joint
business with encouragement from the project director, DRDC. Yet none from
the block office or the DRDC not even the DRP enquired what business
development skills were needed, though this was an essential intervention
under SGSY. The system goes by the rule book and can not think beyond
schemes approved by the higher authorities, though SGSY prescribed
participatory survey before selection of any project.
10.0 Enablers
The members of 4 SHGs of Baganpara demonstrated strong bonds of solidarity
and the sprit of working together building the foundation of community based
organization. It had several enabling factors which facilitated their growth. The
first spark came from Najma of the facilitating NGO who facilitated social
mobilisation and formation of SHGs. After SHGs had questioned activities of the
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NGO and the block office and had to suffer delay in grading but Najma still
extends her helping hand to them.
Out migration: The fact that most of adult male
members of the households covered by four
SHGs migrated out in search of employment,
created an enabling environment for poor
Muslim women to take control of their life and
livelihood in their own hands.
The fact that large number of SHG members were literate, they realised that
they must seek opportunities to change their lot and test whatever opportunity
become available to them.
Support centre: The strongest support mechanism came from the officials of the
WBMDFC. They were sensitive to their needs and looked into things from their
prospective.
Executive assistant: Though the elected members of the GP did not come
forward to help them, the executive assistant helped to get trade license for
their business and involved them in total sanitation campaign in their turn.
Economic cluster organization: Saidul Islam of
Sabujayan Arthanaitik Sangha (Economic
Cluster Organisation) came to see them
working voluntarily and offered them various
services available from the West Bengal
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Comprehensive Area Development Corporation (WBCADC). They have
become members of the organisation but have not yet availed their services.
Family Members: It must be recognised that the husbands of the SHG members
were very co-operative and helped them even in selling their products outside.
Most of them being migrant labour could get exposed to living environment of
women in urban centers. This helped to change their mindset.
Village community: Last but not the least is the sensitive support provided by the
community who helped to set up adult education centre and send their wives
to the centre to become literate.
11.0 Lessons learnt
There are many interesting lessons from the functioning of SHGs of poor Muslim
women at Baganpara in Murshidabad district. Out-migration of adult working
members helped enriching their social capital and increasing their strength
and determination to take control of the life and livelihood. Mobilisation of
group had, therefore, become easy. 'Poverty is like a ghost which can be
crossed when we go together'- Said Tagore. By working together, they earned
confidence and developed strong determination to cross the river. There is time
to rethink about the existing models of pro-poor programmes designed from
above with a fit-for-all approach without considering development from the
perspective of poor women. The potential of the poor is seldom recognised
and their oragnisation is looked upon as a threat to the existing system of
governance.
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That literacy helps to empower poor women could not be achieved through
the formal education system even after long years of trial and error. But
women's groups could generate the enabling environment to inspire school
drop-outs (including girls) to enroll themselves in open school.
The stereo-typed system of preparing project profiles through technical and
economic analysis with rigidity to follow the prescribed guideline has often
failed and got rejected. Poor women’s wisdom of taking up an economic
activity which was considered feasible in the local context could take off.
The banking system has not yet realised that lending to the poor is a business
opportunity while an alternative channel of credit meet critical gaps.
The process of strengthening decentralization was negated by refusing to
believe that people themselves can take over control of their life and
livelihood. The local government institutions got scared of the poor being
empowered and refused to initiate collaborative social and economic action.
Within a period of five years, SHG members have brought about some changes
in their life and livelihood. All of them have made some economic gains from
the loans issued to them out of the group corpus. Some have bought sewing
machine, two have set up retail shops and the rest have either used the loan for
house construction or education/medical treatment of family member. Joint
business of spicies production has not resulted yet in any private gain as the
income goes to pay back installments of loan from the WBMDFC. The larger
impact is observed in social life leading eventually towards empowerment of
poor Muslim Women. Focus group discussions with the SHG members reveal the
following
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12.0 Impact

1. Social space for women

'Earlier Muslim women could not go out without the company of male member
of the family. Now we can freely move out and visit institutions like the GP, Bank,
School, Block Office, Health Centre. We can also talk without fear to their
officials' ____ President, Janmabhoomi SHG

2. Positive attitude of husbands and other male members of the family

'When my husband happened to see some women holding a meeting for
formation of SHG, he encouraged me to attend such a meeting for group
formation, all other members chose me to become the secretary as I had
education upto secondary level. It was the beginning of a change in my life'.
____ Secretary, Janmabhoomi SHG

3. Towards gender equality

'I have two girls who are reading in school. They are always helpful and cooperative. I have come to realize that a girl child is also an asset. As we have
already two girls, I requested my husband to go for family planning. He at once
agreed'. ____ Treasurer, Janmabhoomi SHG

4. Participation in community development

'When the Executive Assistant of Bhagirathpur GP, requested me to help the GP
in total sanitation campaign, I realized that sanitation is a very important public
health concern. We could achieve total sanitation at Baganpara'. ___
Secretary, Janmabhoomi SHG
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5. Education for enlightment

'I was illiterate. Now I can read and write. I attend the adult education centre.
This has changed my attitude. I shall allow my daughter and daughter-in-law to
go for higher education. All Muslim girls are now going to school. Those who are
school drop-out have enrolled themselves in Rabindra Open School'. ___
Chahatan Bibi, Villagers, Sibnagar
6. Increase in courage and Self confidence

'As I was involved in total sanitation, the local member of the GP was grumbling
as he thought I have intruded into his domain. He tried to harass me in the GP
Office with three other accomplices. I boldly faced them. I know, if one jacked
howls, others are sure to follow'. ___ Secretary
7. Developing leadership qualities

'I never aspired to become a leader. When the group members elected me to
become their leader, I felt hesitant. I now like the work and do not fear'. ___
Treasurer
8. Care of disabled children

Jesmina’s husband works as a mason in Kerala
and remits money. She lives with two children
in the family. The younger one (2.6 years) is a
girl, a child born with disability. She works at
home as she needs money for medical
treatment of the girl child. With group loan, she
constructed a pucca house to protect the
family from floods. She read upto class V.
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'I can not stay at home. I go to the group production centre for work with the
daughter on my lap. I can become a leader but for my disabled daughter.
Janmabhumi has given me the courage to face all ordeals in life'. ___ Jeshmina
Bibi, Member, Janmabhoomi

9. Care of the old

'My husband is old and unable to work. I run a small
grocery shop in my house with a loan of Rs.5000 from
the group. My husband applied for old age pension to
the GP. His case was also strongly advocated by the
group. At last the GP did not pay any heed to us'.
___Hasina Bibi, Member, Janmabhoomi

Sharing skills
'I have skills in packing, I voluntarily help in packing of group products. Our
10.

products have become popular in the local market because of freshness and
purity'. ___ Marusha Bibi, Member, Janmabhoomi

11. Entering the local market

'I run a grocery shop in my house. I procure spice powder packet from
Janmabhumi SHG for retail sale. Customers prefer the product for freshness and
purity'. ___ Rabia Bibi, Villager, Sibnagar

Women Empowerment
A participatory rating tool was used to measure the degree of women
12.

empowerment after five years of membership in Janmabhoomi SHG. This was a
group exercise and the indicators were explained before assessment has
started. The rating tool is score-based and is drawn on a five point scale.
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Legend:
Very High
High
Medium
Low
Very Low

- 80% and above
- Above 70% but below 80%
- Above 60% but below 70%
- Above 40% but below 60%
- Below 40%
Empowerment Indicators

Sl.

Indicator

A

Decision-making ability
a) Acquisition of
family...
b) Sale of
agricultural produce
c) School education
of children
d) Selecting hospital
for medical
treatment

B

C

Very High

High Moderate

Low Very Low

Ö

Ö
Ö

Ö

Mobility
a) attendance in a
public function
b) Visiting GP/Block
Office
c) Night stay out
of children
d) Selecting hospital
for medical
treatment

Ö
Ö
Ö

Political empowerment
a) Attending a party
Meeting
b) Participation in
local bodies

Ö
Ö
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D

Control over resources
a) Selection of crop

Ö

b) Selling family
Property

E

Ö

Right to property
a) Property in own
Names

Ö

b) Voluntary use of
Family property
F

Ö

Protesting Social
Injustice
a) Protesting alone
Against violence
To women

Ö

b) Joint protest
Against social
Injustice

Ö

The above analysis indicates that because of large-scale migration of working
male members, Muslim women of four SHGs at Baganpara have high level of
freedom in taking decisions on education and health needs of family members
but their enjoyment of rights and entitlements is very low.
13.0 Sustainability and Way Forward
Sustainability of a Self Help Organization depends primarily upon the bonds of
affinity, mutual trust, sharing, exchange and co-operation. Janmabhoomi SHG
has demonstrated in their life cycle of five years that the foundation of the
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organization is built on strong bonds of affinity strengthened by forming a
solidarity network of four SHGs working together.
Though the four groups are functioning informally and do not have any written
rules of business, they have evolved themselves code of conduct which has
strong elements of transparency, decision-making through consensus,
accountability, discipline, sharing of responsibility, democratic process of
working and total participation of members (see table 1.01). Self-regulation is a
mechanism for enforcement through volition. A situation where poor Muslim
women have to fend for themselves because of out migration of adult male
members has facilitated the process of organization building not only because
of having access to thrift and credit but also to face all orders in their life
together. These are unbreakable bonds of relationship, trust and mutual aid.
Hard-working as the poor Muslim are because of their Socio-economic
conditions of life, they have innate qualities of entrepreneurship like
achievement motivation, risk-taking behavior, hard work, seeking opportunities
and capturing local market based on local resources, local skills. This helped
them to self up the joint enterprise affer visiting the fair.
Access to finance from the bank initially under SGSY has helped them to set
house in order. They have by them
developed collective strength to face the
challenge when the bank refused to
sanction project loan after they passed the
second grading list. They were quick to
realize that they should look for alternative
channel of credit. When the opportunity
came, they lost no time to strike the deal.
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Looking to the future, they realized that education is the building block of
development and female illiteracy was the greatest barrier to their
development. Once this was discussed in the group meeting, they did not look
out for external assistance. They took upon themselves the task of setting up the
adult education centre with the involvement of the community. It did not take
much time for them to understand that money is necessary but not a sufficient
condition to change the course of life.
Whatever they have been able to achieve will have to be carried out and the
growth is to be managed. It is absolutely necessary to retain the informal
character of the organization as a formal organization often tends to lose
flexibility to adjust itself in the local context.
It is indeed necessary to revisit the existing policies and programmes which are
top-down, rigid, norm-bond with a fit for all approach. Such an approach stifles
autonomy. The role of the external agencies would be that of a facilitator and
not of a regulator. It should start with the basic premise that people can
develop themselves and they have latent potential to do it.
It is high time for the local government institutions to realize, that people are in
the centre of governance and self-governance. When people are
empowered, they empower local government and the relationship becomes
that of a partnership and not of donor-recipient model. The true spirit of swaraj
lies there. Importantly, it is not money alone but functional literacy with
capability building can accelerate the process of pro-poor development.
Finally, the role of the facilitating agencies should be revised from grantdelivery approach to capability-building approach. As Tagore has said,
'Money only can not remove poverty, the poor need more a helping hand to
cross the bridge’.
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